Menopause and Mid-Life Radiance™
Renew your passion!

Introducing a fulfilling and effective self-help approach to menopause. Enjoy the changes in your life with this holistic combination of beneficial therapies.

Passionflower

Massage - Acupressure - Yoga - Essential Oils - Flower Essences

The Mid-Life Radiance Program is designed to help alleviate the following symptoms and many others commonly associated with menopause:

STIFF MUSCLES • HOT FLASHES • HEADACHES • JOINT PAIN • SEXUAL DEPRESSION • ANXIETY • INSOMNIA

Healing Hands
Kendall Hale, MA, LMT, NC #402
Serving Asheville & Fairview, NC
Phone 828-628-4075 • Pager 828-271-8970

Seeking creative, visionary business partner to share Brevard, NC home/office. Beautiful open floor plan, greatroom with fireplace view, hardwood floors, perfect yoga/healing arts studio.
Available 1/1/03. Various financing options available.

Please contact Suzanne Roolman at 706-546-0114 (Athens, GA).

Raw and Living Foods Are Here!
Now Open:
Sprout Café
Shinui Living Food Learning Center

Serving super delicious, super nutritious plant-based, uncooked organic healing foods with an organic juice and organic produce market.
We are conveniently located in the Holcomb 400 Center
1475 Holcomb Bridge Road, Roswell, GA 30076
Call Now! 770-992-9218
www.shinui.biz or www.sproutcafe.com
email: info@shinui.biz

Spiritual Aspects of Menopause

Angela Whitney, RN explores the growth processes of the change of life.

The decade before actual menopause and the decade after it is when tremendous changes occur—a time frequently called peri-menopause.

The decade before actual menopause and the decade after it is when tremendous changes occur—a time frequently called peri-menopause. After that perhaps twenty-year time period, a woman emerges fully into her new life of deeper uniqueness, generativity, nurturance, and creativity. This is the spiritual fruit of an apparent biologically-driven transition.

How do we understand what is going on in menopause, or peri-menopause anyway? We know that the “times they are a-changin’.” Let’s consider where we have been in our understanding collectively. Culturally, perhaps we have not had a clear understanding or appreciation of feminine gifts, ways of being, and ways of knowing. Also, in the last several decades, we have seen menopause treated as an illness, an unpleasant event with unacceptable consequences, something to be protected from. Through this cultural and medical perception, a new way of understanding menopause is emerging—a new context for menopause. This is not surprising and very exciting. This new context of menopause is more whole, reflecting our heightening awareness of ourselves as having physical, emotional, mental, social, and spiritual experiences that are valuable to tend to.

It is thought that the peaking neurotransmitter levels at women’s time of ovulation (FSH and LH) actually become constantly high in the menopausal woman. That would mean that the time of clarity of insight (though some would describe it otherwise!) in the premenstrual woman may become available to the menopausal woman during all of her monthly days, instead of just a few. Our biology has consequences for our spiritual selves. Our biology may actually be pushing us to leave a major aspect of our femininity, and grooming us to fully participate in the next. Some say (Northrup, Borysenko, for instance) that menopause re-wires women for intuition. This happens in different ways.

As our vision increases, so do the demands on us. We are challenged. We see what we have not seen, and feel what has been left unfelt. We must come to terms with our new ways of seeing and experiencing ourselves and our world. We may be called to understand our feminine roots more deeply; and we may become aware of how we are not expressing our feminine gifts. A fire burns in us...clarifying, purifying, and creating our new selves. We experience the loss of our old bodies and selves, and we feel disoriented as the new is just birthing and not fully developed. We find ourselves working to make sense of the past, how we got here, what we have been doing. In our menopause process, we may remember our ideals, our spiritual passions, and re-orient ourselves to nurturing them. Our faculties of intuition and knowing are enhanced. We trust ourselves more deeply. We learn how to nurture ourselves in this transitioning in a myriad of ways.

We may become blocked in aspects of this transition as it is not easy, and there has not been a lot of support. This is
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understandable. Some get locked into unpleasant physical symptoms, grief of things lost. Some are disoriented in how to find new life, how to feel a sense of purpose or worthiness. But even these blocks can be blessings. Wary are found to move beyond these things. A voice is heard that comes quietly from within, that strengthens as it is listened to. These women relish their new sense of themselves and purpose. They stand released from their procreative responsibilities given by nature and cultural roles, free to birth and nurture a new wave of life and creativity as it emerges uniquely—from them.

How does a woman emerge in her new zest and wholeness through this process? She finds spiritual food for herself—this is different for each woman. She works with her body, and her mind, and her spirit simultaneously—understanding her spirit through her body and mind, and her mind through her body and spirit. And what a menu of things there are to consider!

Tending to our bodies, we rest, stretch, relax, do yoga, and feed ourselves nurturing foods. We are aware of our bodies and we communicate. In tending to our mind, we reflect, take inventory, care for ourselves, educate ourselves; we communicate and explore; we meditate, breathe, become aware of our emotions, own them, and do yoga. In working with our spiritual selves, we develop trust and trust of ourselves and others. We develop community; we pray and meditate, listen to inner guidance, do yoga, and trust the process.

By tending to her inner and outer worlds one step at a time, as she is led in this bio-spiritual transition, she embraces Life anew. The world benefits as each woman finds her new self and peace, and takes the fullness of her place in creating our ever-emerging world.

Angela Whitney RN, FNP has guided many women in their path to discovering even deeper meaning to life in their peri-menopausal and menopausal years, and offers clinical consultation for women in mid-life transition at Mountain Body-Mind Associates in downtown Asheville. She also leads personal retreats at Light of the Mountains Retreat Center in the mountains northwest of Asheville. You can reach her at 828-252-1826.

THE WINNING COMBINATION

**CAL-LYTE™**

Are You Getting Enough Calcium?
The world's most balanced, ionically blended calcium/magnesium formula (1 to 1 ratio) with trace elements.

- 90 capsules—1 month supply

**TRACE-LYTE™**

The ONLY True Crystalloid Liquid Electrolyte Formula.

- A powerful daily cellbuilder that helps strengthen the immune system. A must for the health-minded.

- 16 oz. —1 month supply

NATURE'S PATH, INC.
PO Box 7892 • Venice, FL 34287-7892
Order Line Only: 1-800-325-5772 • Fax (941) 426-6871
Npath1@aol.com • http://www.naturespathinc.com

NEW LIFE DIRECTORY

Asheville Agricultural Systems. Downtown Asheville's leading hydrogrowing store, carrying systems, HID lights, pest control and nutrients for hydroponic and soil gardeners. 828-253-4112.

Atlanta National Hypnotherapy Institute. Certification from the school authorized by NPPSEC of Georgia. Day / evening classes. 770-928-0394, anhi.com, Marietta, GA.

Atlanta Polarity Center offers services in polarity and massage therapies, hatha yoga classes and polarity training programs (APP & RPP); private practice and classroom rental space. In the heart of Buckhead, please call 404-231-9481.


Center for Massage & Natural Health. World-class residential retreat and training center. Ongoing massage therapy certification courses. Located at 530 Upper Flat Creek Road in Weaverville, NC 28787. For more information call 828-658-0814.

John Davis, Ph.D., N.D. Naturopathic Physician. Special interests include: women's health, cancer, allergies, asthma, detoxification, IBS. Atlanta office: (404) 325-7734 or Asheville office: (828) 232-0701.


Hydrofarm East. Grow lights and hydroponics. For a dealer near you, call 1-888-780-4567 or visit www.hydrofarmeast.com.


Living Foods Institute. The Living Foods Institute teaches how to heal your body, mind and spirit with raw and living foods.


Christa Maas. Health problems? Learn the core issues behind yours and begin healing. Readings by phone or in person. Call 828-664-1333.


The Natural Home. 36 N. Lexington in Asheville specializes in functional, healthy, beautiful home furnishings: bed and bath linens, hardware... Call 828-285-9442.